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Abstract
A fully geometric and constitutive nonlinear model for the description of the dynamic behavior of beam structures is developed. The
proposed formulation is based on the geometrically exact formulation for beams due to Simo but, in this article an intermediate curved
reference configuration is considered. The resulting deformation map belongs to a nonlinear differential manifold and, therefore, an
appropriated version of Newmark’s scheme is used in updating the kinematics variables. Each material point of the cross-section is
assumed to be composed of several simple materials with their own constitutive laws. The mixing rule is used to describe the resulting
composite. An explicit expression for the objective measure of the strain rate acting on each material point is deduced in this article.
Details about its numerical implementation in the time-stepping scheme are also addressed. Viscosity is included at the constitutive level
by means of a thermodynamically consistent visco damage model developed in terms of the material description of the First Piola Kir-
chhoff stress vector. The constitutive part of the tangent tensor is deduced including the effect of rate dependent inelasticity. Finally, sev-
eral numerical examples, validating the proposed formulation, are given.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Several works performing the nonlinear dynamic analy-
sis of beam structures have been focused on the formula-
tion of geometrically consistent models considering finite
displacements and rotations and using simplified linear
constitutive relations for the cross-sectional forces [18].
Most of the recent works invoke the formulation and the
numerical implementation proposed by Simo and Simo
and Vu-Quoc [47–49], which generalize the formulation
developed by Reissner [42,43] to the dynamic case. This
formulation employs a director type approach when
describing the configuration of the beam cross-sections
during the motion, considering finite shearing and finite
extension, as described by Antman [1]. The works of Simo
and Vu-Quoc consider a straight and unstressed rod as ref-
erence configuration and the hypothesis of plane cross-sec-
tions. The resulting deformation map can be identified with
elements belonging to the differential manifold obtained
from the rotation group SO(3) and the canonical (linear)
vector space R3, i.e. SOð3Þ  R3. A detailed discussion
about finite rotations can be consulted in Ref. [2].
Posteriorly, Ibrahimbegovic´ extends the formulation
given in Ref. [47] considering a curved reference configura-
tion of the rods [19]. Other authors develop equivalent for-
mulations starting from different physical principles [30,31]
and obtaining advantages over the original formulation of
Simo and Vu-Quoc, such as avoiding the shear locking in
the numerical simulations [27] or ensuring the invariance
of the continuum problem [12,24,52]. Additionally, a great
number of applications of these models are available for
studying, e.g. the bifurcation points, the buckling behavior
of structures [10,22,25] or the trajectory of flexible mecha-
nisms involving large rotations [21,23].
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An important effort has been devoted to develop time-
stepping schemes for the integration of the nonlinear
dynamic equations of motion involving finite rotations.
The main difficulty arises in the fact that the deformation
map takes values in the differentiable manifold
SOð3Þ  R3 and not in a linear space, as it is the case in
classical dynamics. An implicit time-stepping algorithm is
developed in Ref. [49] extending the classical Newmark’s
scheme to the rotation group SO(3), obtaining a formula-
tion similar to that of the linear case. In the same work,
the consistent linearization of the weak form of the balance
equations yields to a tangential inertia tensor, nonsymmet-
ric in the rotational components. A comparison among
implicit time stepping schemes according to different
choices of rotational parameters can be reviewed in Ref.
[26].
Even when Newmark’s scheme has been widely applied
to the study of the dynamic response of structures, rigid
bodies and flexible mechanisms, Ma¨kinen [34] states that
it only constitutes an approximated version of the cor-
rected formulae, which are given in his work for the spatial
and material descriptions. The main reasons are that mate-
rial descriptions of the spin and acceleration vectors
involved in the updating procedures belong to different tan-
gent spaces at different times.
Newmark’s family of implicit schemes fails to preserve
certain conservation laws of the motion, such as the total
energy and momentum of nonlinear Hamiltonian systems,
introducing numerical (fictitious) dissipation [8,51]. A fur-
ther improvement in the development of robust time-step-
ping schemes is provided by the energy–momentum
conserving algorithms [6,44]. These algorithms have been
extended to the rotation group by Simo et al. [51] and
applied to the nonlinear dynamic problems of rods, shells
and rigid bodies. In Refs. [20,23], a complete study of the
general dynamics of flexible mechanisms is carried out
and a conserving/decaying time-stepping scheme is pro-
posed for eliminating the high frequency content in the
response of flexible structures.
As it has been detailed by the authors in Ref. [35], the
simulation of constitutive nonlinearity in beams has been
developed by means of concentrated and distributed models
[40] and, in most cases, the geometric nonlinearity has been
neglected. Only a few recent works consider fully consistent
geometric and constitutive nonlinear formulations but,
they have been mainly focused on plasticity [45] and on
the static analysis of the structures [15,53]. It is worth not-
ing that Ref. [50] is one of the few works that considers
time dependent effects in the formulation of a geometrically
exact beam model including visco plasticity.
Recently, Mata et al. [35] proposed a suitable formula-
tion for both geometric nonlinearity and a general distribu-
tion of composite materials on the cross-sections of the
beams. The proposed fiber-like formulation [46] takes into
account thermodynamically consistent three-dimensional
(3D) constitutive laws for each simple material [16] and
the simple mixing rule to treat the resulting composite
[39]. The tangential tensors of the beam are derived starting
from the linearization of the constitutive relations at mate-
rial point level. The resulting discrete system of equations is
solved using the stiffness displacement-based procedure [40]
in the context of the finite element method (FEM). There-
fore, several elements are required to predict realistically
the behavior of complex structures. The numerical solution
is affected by strain localization for materials with soften-
ing behavior. A technique based on the regularization of
the energy dissipated at any material point ensures that
the whole structural response remains objective [7,16],
but the length of the zone where softening occurs is
still mesh dependent [36]. In any case, the model of Ref.
[35] is able to handle only static (cyclic or not) loading
paths.
This article in an extension to the dynamic case of the
work presented in Ref. [35]. Details about the kinematics
of the geometrically exact formulation of beams consider-
ing an initially curved reference configuration, on the intro-
duction to large rotations, and on the specific constitutive
equations, can be consulted in Refs. [19,35,48].
The contributions of this work are the following: (i) An
explicit expression is deduced for the objective measure of
the strain rate existing on each material point of the cross-
section, in terms of the variables defining the deformation
map, their spatial and temporal derivatives and the geom-
etry of the beam cross-section. Details about its numerical
implementation in the Newmark time-stepping scheme are
also addressed. Newmark’s scheme has been preferred due
to its simplicity and due to the fact that its implementation
in a standard FE code is straightforward, even though the
introduction of numerical dissipation is added to those due
to the constitutive laws. (ii) A thermodynamically consis-
tent visco damage model, developed in terms of the mate-
rial description of the First Piola Kirchhoff (FPK) stress
vector acting on each material point of the cross-section
is described and included into the mixing theory for com-
posite materials. In this way, viscosity is considered at con-
stitutive level. (iii) Starting from the linearization of the
weak form of the balance equations, the constitutive part
of the tangent tensor is deduced, including the effect inelas-
ticity. The rate dependent part of the constitutive equations
allows deducing a consistent tangent viscous stiffness.
Finally, several numerical examples are shown, validating
the proposed formulation. Several practical aspects of the
performance of a engineering structure are considered: dis-
tribution of the damage, overstrength and ductility.
2. Strain and strain rates for initially curved beams
The formulation of Simo and Vu Quoc [47,48] for beams
that can undergo large deformations considering a free of
stress curved reference configuration has been already pre-
sented in [35], but, previous works can be consulted
[19,30,31]. Only a brief summary will be given here
for introducing the calculation of the strain rate
measurements.
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Given fbEig and fe^ig the fixed1 (inertial) material and
spatial frames, respectively, the position vector of any
material point on the straight reference beam is bX ¼ nibEi,
where nb are coordinates directed along fbEbg describing
points on the cross-section. The curved reference beam is
defined by the fixed curve u^0i ¼ u^0ðSÞe^i 2 R3, where
S  n1 2 [0,L] is the arch-length parameter. Each point
on this curve has rigidly attached an orthonormal local
frame t^0iðSÞ ¼ K0ðSÞbEi 2 R3 obtained by means of the ori-
entation tensor K0 2 SO(3). The cross-sectionAðSÞ 2 R2 is
considered to be a rigid and bounded plane with normal2
t^01 ¼ u^0;S . The position vector of any material point on
the curved reference beam is x^0 ¼ u^0 þ nb t^0b.
Due to the deformation, u^0ðSÞ moves to u^ðS; tÞ, at time
t, and K0(S) rotates, along with the cross-section, to K(S,t)
by means of the incremental rotation tensor Kn, i.e. K =
KnK0 for the case of the spatial updating rule [34] (see
Fig. 1). In general, the normal vector t^1 does not coincides
with u^;S because of the shearing [18]. The current position
vector of any material point on the moving beam is x^ ¼
u^þ nb t^b. The current cross-section configuration is com-
pletely determined by the pair ðu^;KÞ 2 R3  SOð3Þ [48].
The spatial placement of the beam is defined as Bt :¼
fx^ 2 R3jx^ ¼ u^þ nb t^bg and its tangent space is T x^Bt :¼
fdx^ 2 R3jx^ 2 Btg for any spatial kinematically admissible
variation3 dx^  ðdu^; dh^Þ 2 R3  T spaK so that dK ¼
ðdh^ KÞ 2 T spaK SOð3Þ.
The deformation gradients for the curved reference and
current beam configurations relative to the straight refer-
ence beam, F0 and F, can be consulted in Ref. [35]. The
deformation gradient Fn :¼ FF10 : T bXB0 ! T x^Bt relating
the curved reference configuration with the current place-
ment is directly responsible for the development of strains,
its explicit expression is given by [30]
Fn ¼ 1jF0j ½u^;S  Knu^0;S þ ~xnnb t^b  t^01 þ Kn; ð1Þ
where jF0j is the determinant of F0 and ~xn ¼ Kn;SKTn
2 T spaK SOð3Þ is the current curvature tensor relative to the
curved reference beam. The material representation of Fn
is Fmn ¼ KTFnK0.
Removing the rigid body component from Eq. (1), it is
possible to construct the spatial strain tensor en = Fn  Kn.
The associated spatial strain vector acting on a material
point on the current beam cross-section is obtained as
e^n ¼ en^t01 ¼ 1jF0j ½c^n þ x^n  nb t^b; ð2Þ
where c^n ¼ ðu^;S  t^1Þ measures elongation and shearing
[19,47] and x^n 2 T spaK is the current curvature vector relative
to the curved reference beam corresponding to the axial
vector of ~xn. The material version of e^n is given bybEn ¼ KTe^n ¼ jF0j1½C^n þ bXn  nbbEb; ð3Þ
where bCn ¼ ðKTu^;S  bE1Þ and bXn 2 TmatK is the material
description of the current curvature vector corresponding
to the axial vector of eXn ¼ KT ~xnK 2 TmatK SOð3Þ [33].
2.1. Strain rate measures
An objective measure of the strain rate vector sˆn acting
of any material point on the current beam cross-section
can be deduced by taking the material time derivative ofbEn and eXn and using the Lie derivative operator ½O [35]
as follows:
_bCn ¼ d
dt
½KTc^n ¼ KT½ _^u;S  ~vnu^;S ; ð4aÞ
_eXn ¼ d
dt
½KT ~xnK ¼ KT~vn;SK ¼ eVn;S ; _bXn ¼ bV n;S ; ð4bÞ
½ _^cn
O
 ¼ K _bCn ¼ _^u;S  ~vnu^;S ; ð4cÞ
½ _~xn
O
 ¼ K _eXnKT ¼ ~vn;S ; ½ _^xnO  ¼ v^n;S ; ð4dÞ
where eVn ¼ KTn _Kn 2 TmatK SOð3Þ and ~vn ¼ _KnKTn 2 T spaK SOð3Þ
are the material and spatial forms of the current (skew-
symmetric) angular velocity tensors referred to the curved
reference beam and, bV n 2 TmatK and v^n 2 T spaK are their cor-
responding axial vectors. Finally, the co-rotated strain rate
vector s^n ¼ KcSn is obtained from Eqs. (4a)–(4d) ascSn ¼ KT _^u;S  eVnKTu^;S þ _eXnnbbEb; ð5aÞ
s^n ¼ ½ _^en
O
 ¼ ½ _^cn
O
 þ ½ _~xn
O
nb t^b ¼ _^u;S  ~vnu^;S þ ~vn;Snb t^b: ð5bÞ
Eq. (5b) corresponds to the objective strain rate vector
measured by an observer located on the current frame f^tig.
2.2. Stress vector and cross-sectional stress resultants
The strain vector e^n is the energetically conjugated strain
measure to the asymmetric First Piola Kirchhoff (FPK)
Fig. 1. Configurational description of the beam model.
1 The indices i and b range over {1,2,3} and {2,3}, respectively.
2 The symbol (•),x denotes the partial differentiation of (•) with respect
to x.
3 The symbol T spaK SOð3Þ denotes the spatial form of the tangential space
to SO(3), with base point K, and T spaK is the spatial linear vector space of
rotations, with base point K, as described in Ref. [33].
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stress vector [47,30], which can be defined asbP 1 ¼ P 1j^tj 2 T 	x^Bt, where P1j is the component of the stress
vector acting in the direction j of the local frame attached
to the current cross-section relative to the direction t^0j in
the corresponding curved reference configuration. The
material description of bP 1 is bP m1 ¼ KTbP 1. The cross-sec-
tional stress resultant and the stress couple vectors4 can
be estimated according to
n^ðSÞ ¼
Z
A
bP 1dA 2 T 	x^Bt;
m^ðSÞ ¼
Z
A
ðx^ u^Þ  bP 1dA 2 T 	x^Bt: ð6Þ
The corresponding material descriptions of n^ and m^ are
n^m ¼ KTn^ and m^m ¼ KTm^, respectively.
2.3. Virtual work principle
The spatial form of the reduced balance equations of the
current beam, referred to the curved reference beam, can be
written as [30]
n^;S þ n^p ¼ Aq0 €^uþ ~anbSq0 þ ~vn~vnbSq0|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
D1
; ð7Þ
m^;S þ u^;S  n^þ m^p ¼ Iq0a^n þ ~vnIq0v^n þ bSq0  €^u|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
D2
; ð8Þ
where n^p and m^p are the time varying external body force
and body moment per unit of reference length, respectively;
~an ¼ _~vn 2 T spaK SOð3Þ is the spatial form of the current angu-
lar acceleration tensor referred to the curved reference
beam and a^n 2 T spaK is its corresponding axial vector. Aq0,bSq0 and Iq0 are the mass density, the first mass moment
density and the second mass moment density per unit of
length of the curved reference beam, respectively; their ex-
plicit expressions can be consulted in Refs. [30,48]. The
terms D1 and D2 appear due to the initial curvature and
an inhomogeneous distribution of the material properties.
However, for most of the practical cases of engineering
structures, their contribution to the dynamics can be ne-
glected or added to the external forces and moments.
Considering a kinematically admissible variation of the
pair ðu^;KÞ, i.e. h ¼ ðdu^; dh^Þ 2 R3  T spaK [48], taking the
dot product of h with Eqs. (7) and (8), integrating over
the length of the curved reference beam and integrating
by parts for the terms n^;S and m^;S , one may obtain the fol-
lowing nonlinear functional, Gðu^;K; hÞ, corresponding to
the spatial description of the virtual work principle:
Gðu^;K; hÞ ¼
Z
L
ðdu^;S  dh^ u^;SÞ 
 n^þ dh^;S 
 m^
h i
dS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
G intðu^;K;hÞ
þ
Z
L
du^ 
 Aq0 €^uþ dh^ 
 ðIq0 a^n þ ~vnIq0 v^nÞ
h i
dS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
G ineðu^;K;hÞ

Z
L
du^ 
 n^p þ dh^ 
 m^p
h i
dS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
G extðu^;K;hÞ
 ðdu^ 
 n^ÞL
0
þ ðdh^ 
 m^ÞL
0
h i
¼ 0: ð9Þ
The functional G is the sum of the internal, inertial and
external contributions, Gint, Gine and Gext, respectively. It
also corresponds to the weak form of the balance equations
[19,48]. Noting that K0 is a fixed frame, we have that
dh^ ¼ dh^n and, therefore, the terms ðdu^;S  dh^ u^;SÞ
and dh^;S correspond to the co-rotated variations of the re-
duced strain measures e^n and x^n relative to the curved ref-
erence beam, d½c^n
O
 and d½x^n
O
, respectively.
3. Rate dependent constitutive models
Most of the works on finite deformation of beams use
hyperelastic, isotropic and homogeneous reduced constitu-
tive equations [14,19,47,48]. On the contrary, the modern
design takes into account the capacity of the structures to
resist loads in the inelastic range. Additionally, the viscous
damping reduces the effects of the dynamic actions on
structures which has been considered, for example, in many
seismic codes. Therefore, realistic studies focused on the
simulation of the nonlinear dynamics of beam structures
should consider rate dependent constitutive relations, as
well as geometric effects. In this section, the rate indepen-
dent damage model developed in [35] is extended to con-
sider viscosity and the same formulation can be directly
applied to visco elasticity. For the case of visco plastic
materials, Ref. [50] can be consulted and, therefore, those
results are omitted here.
The material points belonging to the cross-section are
considered as composed by a homogeneous mixture of sev-
eral simple materials, each of them with its own constitu-
tive law (see Fig. 2). The mechanical behavior of the
4 The symbol ‘*’ of T 	x^Bt has been used to indicate that the reduced stress
measures belong to the dual space of T x^Bt.
Fig. 2. Composite material associated to a material point on the cross-
section.
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resulting composite is obtained using the mixing theory [9]
which will be briefly described in following.
3.1. Damage model
Considering that the components of any spatial vector
or tensor in the local frame f^tig are the same as those of
their corresponding material forms described in the inertial
material frame fbEig, the rate dependent damage model is
formulated in terms of the material forms of the FPK stress
vector bP m1 and, the strain and strain rate vectors,bEn and cSn, respectively.
In Ref. [35] an isotropic rate independent damage model
has been already presented. The model is able to differenti-
ate the mechanical response for the tension or compression
components of the stress vector [16]. Cracking is inter-
preted as a local effect depending on the evolution of the
(scalar) internal damage variable denoted by d 2 [0, 1],
which measures the lack of secant stiffness of the material
[36]. The variable d is equal to zero before loading but
when damage increases d! 1, as it can be seen in Fig. 3
[35,39].
Starting from an appropriated form of the free energy
density for thermally stable problems, considering the
Clausius–Planck inequation for the mechanical dissipation
[32] and applying the Coleman’s principle [29], it is possible
to obtain the following relation for the material form of the
FPK vector, bP m1 , and for the dissipative power, _Nm, on each
material point:bP m1 ¼ ð1 dÞCmebEn ¼ CmsbEn ¼ ð1 dÞbP m01; ð10Þ
_Nm ¼  1
2q0
½bEn 
CmebEn _d P 0; ð11Þ
where q0 is the mass density in the curved reference config-
uration and Cme ¼ diag½E0;G0;G0 is the material form of
the elastic constitutive tensor, being E0 and G0 the axial
and shear undamaged elastic modulus, Cms is the material
secant constitutive tensor and bP m01 corresponds to the mate-
rial descriptions of the elastic FPK stress vector. Eq. (10)
shows that the FPK stress vector is obtained from its elastic
(undamaged) counterpart by multiplying it by the degrad-
ing factor (1  d).
The damage yield criterion,F, is written in terms of the
material form of the undamaged principal stresses, bP mp0, as
[7,17,38]
F ¼ Pm  fc ¼ ½1þ rðn 1Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX3
i¼1
ðPmp0iÞ2
vuut  fc 6 0; ð12Þ
where Pm is the (scalar) equivalent stress. Additionally, the
tension and compression strengths fc and ft, the parts of the
free energy developed when the tension or compression
limits are reached, ðW0t;cÞL, and the parameters r and n are
defined as
r ¼
P3
j¼1hPmp0jiP3
j¼1jPmp0jj
; ðW0t;cÞL ¼
X3
j¼1
hPmp0jiEnj
2q0
;
W0L ¼ ðW0t ÞL þ ðW0cÞL; ð13aÞ
n ¼ fc
ft
; f t ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2q0W0t E0ÞL
q
; f c ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2qW0cE0ÞL
q
: ð13bÞ
The yield criterion used in Eq. (12) is based on measuring
the cumulated energy, but other kind of yield criteria can
be used in substitution of Pm [17]. One way to ensure that
the energy dissipated on a material point is regularized
according to the specific energy fracture of the material is
obtained rewriting Eq. (12) in terms of a scalar monotonic
function G [36] as follows:
F ¼ GðPmÞ  GðfcÞ; ð14Þ
where F is the new form of the yield criterion. The evolu-
tion law for the internal damage variable is given by
_d ¼ _lðoF=oPmÞ, with lP 0 being the damage consistency
parameter. In Refs. [16,17,35] it has been shown that, after
several algebraic manipulations, it is possible to obtain that
_l ¼ _Pm ¼ _f c ¼ oP
m
obP m1 
 _bP m1 ¼ oP
m
obP m1 
Cms _bEn; ð15Þ
_d ¼ dG
dPm
_Pm; ð16Þ
_Nm ¼ W0 dG
dPm
oPm
obP m1 
Cms _^En; ð17Þ
where W0 is the elastic (undamaged) free energy density. Fi-
nally, the Kuhn–Thucker relations have to be employed to
derive the unloading–reloading conditions as it can be re-
viewed in [35]. Oliver et al. [36] propose an expression for
G where it depends on a scalar parameter, which is cali-
brated to obtain an amount of dissipated energy equal to
the specific fracture energy density of the material gf. The
parameter gf is derived from the fracture mechanics as
gdf ¼ Gdf =lc, being Gdf the tensile fracture energy and lc is
the characteristic length of the fractured domain, that leads
to the objective solution for the tensile and compressive
cases [9,36,39].Fig. 3. Damage behavior at material point level.
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Finally, after several algebraic manipulations [7,17], the
material form of the tangent constitutive tensor Cmt is cal-
culated as
dbP m1 ¼ CmtdbEn
¼ ð1 dÞI dG
dPm
bP m01  oPmobP m01
" #
CmedbEn; ð18Þ
where I is the identity tensor and Cmt is nonsymmetric and
stress dependent.
3.2. Viscosity
The rate dependent behavior in each compounding
material is considered by using the Maxwell’s model [16].
In this case, the material form of the total FPK stress vec-
tor bP mt1 is obtained as the sum of the rate independent partbP m1 , Eq. (10), and the viscous component bP mv1 asbP mt1 ¼ bP m1 þ bP mv1 ¼ ð1 dÞCmebEn þ gsmcSn
¼ ð1 dÞCme bEn þ gE0cSn
 
; ð19Þ
where cSn is given in Eq. (5a) and gsm is the material
description of the secant viscous constitutive tensor defined
as gsm ¼ g=E0Cms ¼ sCms. The scalar parameter g is the
viscosity and s is the relaxation time, defined as the time re-
quired by the visco elastic system to reach a stable config-
uration in the undamaged configuration [16]. It is worth to
note that in Eq. (19), for the case of a material completely
damaged (d = 1), the corresponding stresses are zero and
for the case of an elastic material Cms ¼ Cme and then
the pure visco elastic behavior is recovered. In this case
the dissipative power is given by
_Nm ¼ W0 þ sq0
_bEn 
CmebE  dG
dPm
oPm
obP m1 
Cms _bEn: ð20Þ
The linearized increment of the material form of the FPK
stress vector is calculated as
DbP mt1 ¼ C mtDbEn þ DgsmcSn þ gsmDcSn
¼ CmtDbEn  Dd gE0CmecSn þ gsmDcSn
¼ CmtDbEn  DdbP mv01 þ gsmDcSn
¼ CmvDbEn þ gsmDcSn; ð21Þ
where bP mv01 is the material description of the FPK visco
elastic stress vector. An explicit expression for DcSn in
Eq. (21) is given in Appendix A and Cmv is the material
description of the tangent constitutive tensor which consid-
ers the viscous effect and is given by [7]
Cmv ¼ ð1 dÞIþ dG
dPm
ðbP m01 þ bP mv01 Þ  oPmobP m01 : ð22Þ
The co-rotated version and the spatial description of the
linearized increment of the FPK stress vector is obtained
by the push-forward of Eq. (21) as
D½bP t1O  ¼ CsvD½^enO  þ gssD½^snO ; DbP t1 ¼ D½bP t1O  þ D~hbP t1 ð23Þ
where Csv ¼ KCmvKT and gss = KgsmKT are the spatial
descriptions of the rate dependent tangent and the secant
viscous constitutive tensors, respectively; and D~h is the
skew symmetric tensor associated to the linearized incre-
ment of the rotation vector, Dh^.
3.3. Mixing theory for composites
Each material point on the beam cross-section is treated
as a composite material according to the mixing theory as
described in Refs. [35,39]; therefore, in a generic material
point coexists N different components, all of them sub-
jected to the same material strain bEn, i.e. bEn ¼
ðbEnÞ1 ¼ 
 
 
 ¼ ðbEnÞj ¼ 
 
 
 ¼ ðbEnÞN , forcing the strain com-
patibility between components. The free energy density
and the dissipation of the composite is obtained as the
weighted sum of the free energy densities and the dissipa-
tion of the components, respectively [39]. The weighting
factors are the volumetric fraction of each compounding
substance, kq = Vq/V, which are obtained as the quotient
between the volume of the qth component, Vq, and the
total volume, V, therefore,
P
qkq ¼ 1 [9].
The material description of the FPK stress vector acting
on each material point on the beam cross-section is
obtained from Eq. (19) but considering the compatibility
condition, which leads to the material form of the secant
constitutive relation, which includes the rate dependent
effects and is given by
bP mt1 XN
q
kqðbP m1 þ bP mv1 Þq
¼
XN
q
kq ð1 dÞCme bEn þ gE0cSn
  
q
: ð24Þ
Stress resultant and couples are then calculated employing
Eq. (6). The mixing rule provides an appropriated frame-
work for simulating the mechanical behavior of some ad-
vanced composed materials such as: epoxy based
materials with glass or carbon fibers or even reinforced
concrete [39]. Due to the limitations imposed by the planar-
ity of the cross-section, the incorporation of transversal
reinforcement is not allowed in the present formulation.
However, the simulation of their effects can be carried
out by means of modifying the fracture energy and the
yielding point of the materials.
The co-rotated form of the linearized relation between
strains and stresses for the composite material is based
on the weighted sum of the spatial form of the tangent con-
stitutive tensors ðCsvÞq plus the rate dependent tensors
(gss)q of Eq. (22) for each one of the components q and it
is given by
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D½bP t1O  ¼XN
q¼1
kqðCsvÞqD½^en
O
 þ
XN
q¼1
kqðgssÞqD½^sn
O

¼ CsvD½^en
O
 þ gssD½^sn
O
: ð25Þ
In the same manner, the spatial descriptions of the linear-
ized FPK stress vector is obtained as
DbP t1 ¼ D½bP t1O  þ D~hbP t1 ¼ CsvD½^enO  þ gssD½^snO  þ D~hbP t1: ð26Þ
The linearized form of n^ and m^ is obtained starting from
Eq. (26) and integrating over the cross-section as
Dn^
Dm^
 
¼ C
sv
11 C
sv
12
Csv21 C
sv
22
" #
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
½Csv
D½c^nO
D½x^nO
 
þ
!ss11 !
ss
12
!ss21 !
ss
22
" #
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
½!ss 
D½ _^cnO
D½ _^xnO
" #
 0 ~n
0 ~m
 
|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
½eF 
Du^
Dh^
 
ð27aÞ
¼ ð½Csv½B þ ½!ss½V  ½eF Þh; ð27bÞ
where Csvij (i, j = 1,2) are the spatial form of the reduced tan-
gential constitutive tensors, which are obtained from their
material counterparts as explained in [35]. The terms !ssij
are the reduced viscous tangential constitutive tensors and
are calculated in an analogous manner as for Csvij . The oper-
ator [B] relates the admissible variation h and the linearized
form of the co-rotated reduced strain measures and it can be
found in [48] and ½V relates the linearized form of the co-
rotated reduced strain rate vectors and h; details about its
deduction are given in Appendix A. It is worth to note that
in the present formulation both ½C sv and ½!ss are rate and
configuration dependent operators.
4. Numerical implementation
The Newton type numerical solution procedure is nor-
mally constructed starting from the linearization of the
weak form of Eq. (9) [19,48]. The nonlinear functional
Gðu^;K; hÞ can be expressed as the sum of three terms cor-
responding to the contribution of internal, external and
inertial terms, Gint, Gext, Gine, respectively, then its lineari-
zation can be expressed as
L½Gðu^	;K	; h; pÞ ¼ Gint þGext þGine|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Gðu^	;K	;hÞ
þ ½DGint þ DGext þ DG ine 
 p|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
DGðu^	;K	;hÞ
p
; ð28Þ
whereL½Gðu^	;K	; h; pÞ is the linear part of the functional
Gðu^;K; hÞ at the configuration ðu^;KÞ ¼ ðu^	;K	Þ and p 
ðDu^;Dh^Þ 2 R3  T spaK denotes an admissible variation. The
term Gðu^	;K	; hÞ supplies the unbalanced force term and
DGðu^	;K	; hÞ 
 p the tangential stiffness [19,48].
Some branches of engineering such as robotics, the
study of flexible mechanisms and some approaches in
earthquake engineering are focused on the dynamic
response of damped system but considering that the mate-
rial behavior remains elastic. In some cases, several ‘ad hoc’
approximations have been developed, most of them based
on adding a damping term to the equilibrium equations,
which is considered to be a linear function of the strain
rates [20,23]. The approach proposed in this work makes
hypothesis only at constitutive level which implies that
the structural damping is added to the system in the term
Gintðu^	;K	; hÞ of Eq. (28) by means of the stress resultant
and couples, Eq. (6).
4.1. Tangential stiffness
The linearization of the internal and external terms and
its numerical implementation has been already published in
[19,48] for the case of linear elastic materials. For the case
of an arbitrary distribution of materials with nonlinear rate
independent constitutive equations, the results can be
reviewed in Refs. [35,41]. However, if rate dependent con-
stitutive laws are employed, the linearization of Gint pro-
duces additional terms due to viscosity. The linearization
can be carried out taking into account Eq. (27b) as follows:
DGint 
 p ¼
Z
½0;L
Dd½c^n	O
Dd½x^n	O
" #T n^	
m^	
" #0@
þ
d½c^n	O
d½x^n	O
" #T Dn^	
Dm^	
" #1AdS
¼
Z
½0;L
hT½B	T½Csv	 ½B	pdS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
KM
þ
Z
½0;L
hTð½~n	;S   ½eF 	ÞpdS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}KG
þ
Z
½0;L
hT½B	T½!st	 ½V	pdS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
KV
; ð29Þ
where the subscript * indicates that the involved quantities
have to be evaluated at ðu^;KÞ ¼ ðu^	;K	Þ. The explicit form
of the stress dependent operator ½~n	;S can be consulted in
[35], KG, KM give the geometric and the constitutive parts
of the tangential stiffness. The additional term KV gives
the viscous part, which considers the rate dependent contri-
bution of the constitutive laws. By the other hand, the lin-
earization of the term Gint can be carried out phrasing its
spatial form in terms of the material quantities:
Iq0 ¼ KTIq0K, bAn ¼ KTa^n and bV n ¼ KTv^n, and taking into
account the push-forward relations, in the following form:
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DGine 
 h ¼
Z
½0;L
hTD
Aq0
€^u
KfIq0 bAn þ eVnðIq0 bV nÞg
" #
dS
¼
Z
½0;L
hT
Aq0D
€^u
DKfIq0 bAn þ eVnðIq0 bV nÞg|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
In1
264
þ KðDfIq0 bAn þ eV nðIq0 bV nÞgÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
In2
375dS: ð30Þ
Using the notation f½ ¼ P½ for the skew-symmetric
operator, and considering that DbV n ¼ KT
D _^h and DbAn ¼ KTD€^h bV n  KTD _^h [10], it is possible to
write the terms In1 and In2 of Eq. (30) as
In1 ¼ P½Iq0 a^n þ ~vnIq0 v^nDh^ ð31aÞ
In2 ¼ Iq0D€^hþ f~vnIq0 Iq0~vn P½Iq0 v^ngD _^h: ð31bÞ
Replacing the results of Eqs. (31a) and (31b) into Eq. (30) it
is possible to rewrite the linearized form of the spatial
description of the inertial term as
DGine 
h¼
Z
½0;L
hT
0 0
0 f~vnIq0 Iq0~vnP½Iq0 v^ng
 
D _^u
D _^h
" #
dS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Kgyr
þ
Z
½0;L
hT
Aq0I 0
0 Iq0
 
D €^u
D€^h
" #
dS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
M
þ
Z
½0;L
hT
0 0
0 P½Iq0 a^nþevnIq0 v^n
 
Du^
Dh^
 
dS|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Kcent
:
ð32Þ
The terms M, Kgyr and Kcent of Eq. (32) correspond to the
mass, gyroscopic and centrifugal tangential stiffness of the
linearized problem [11]. The resulting inertial contribution
to the tangential stiffness, (M + Kgyr + Kcent), is nonsym-
metric and configuration dependent on the rotational de-
grees of freedom, as it can be verified from the
gyroscopic and centrifugal terms. Finally, Eq. (28) can be
rewritten as
L½G ¼ Gþ KM þ KG þ KV þ KP þMþ Cgyr þ Kcent
ð33Þ
where KP corresponds to the part of the tangent stiffness
which is dependent on the loading and it can be consulted
in [48,49]. The numerical implementation in a finite element
(FE) code of the discrete form of Eq. (32) follows standard
procedures and can be reviewed in Refs. [19,31,48].
4.2. Time steeping scheme and updating procedure
In this section, the subscript m denotes the discrete
approximation of a varying quantity at time tm. The basic
problem is: starting from a configuration
ðu^m;KmÞ 2 R3  SOð3Þ, its associated linear and angular
velocities and accelerations, written in spatial description
by convenience, ð _^um; €^um; v^m; a^mÞ 2 R3  T spaKn , the updated
configuration and the associated updated linear and angu-
lar velocities and accelerations at time tm+1 has to be
obtained consistently with the weak form of the balance
equations.
Newmark’s implicit time stepping algorithm has been
chosen as integrating method following the development
originally proposed by Simo et al. [49]. The algorithm for
the configuration update can be written in either material
or spatial description. For the translational part the time-
stepping procedure takes place in R3 and the configuration
is updated employing the classical version of the algorithm
for elastodynamics. For the rotational part, the time-step-
ping procedure takes place in SO(3) and the basic steps are
summarized in Table 1, where bW, bA, bV , c, b and Dt are the
material descriptions of the rotation vector which parame-
terize the rotation map, the angular acceleration and veloc-
ity vectors, the two scalar parameters of the Newmark’s
method and the time step length, respectively.
The discrete form of Eq. (32) is solved in an iterative
Newton–Raphson scheme for each time step tm, until con-
vergence is achieved. Each iteration in a time step is
denoted generically by ‘i’. Assuming that the configuration
in each node of the FE mesh ðu^ðiÞm ;KðiÞm Þ is known and solv-
ing the linearized system, an incremental field ðDu^ðiÞm ;Dh^ðiÞm Þ
is obtained; where Dh^ðiÞm is the iterative rotation vector,
which parameterize the iterative rotation tensor [19]. The
rotational component of the configuration is updated using
the exponential map (exp[•]) as [48]
Kðiþ1Þmþ1 ¼ exp½D eHðiÞm KðiÞmþ1 ¼ exp½ eHðiþ1Þm Km; ð34Þ
where D eHðiÞm and eHðiþ1Þm are the skew-symmetric tensors
associated to the iterative and incremental rotation vectors
which parameterizes the iterative and incremental rotation
tensors from KðiÞmþ1 and Km to K
ðiþ1Þ
mþ1 , respectively. Note that
Dh^ðiÞm is non-additive to h^
ðiÞ
m , but they are related by
h^ðiþ1Þm ¼ Tðh^ðiÞm ÞDh^ðiÞm þ h^ðiÞm ð35Þ
where the explicit form of the tensor T can be consulted in
[33,48].
The updating procedure for angular velocity bV ðiþ1Þmþ1 and
acceleration bAðiþ1Þmþ1 is carried out in material form because
this description is advantageous to write time-stepping
algorithms in SO(3) [26,49]. After some algebraic manipu-
lations and considering that bWðiÞm ¼ KTmh^ðiÞm and bWðiþ1Þm ¼
KTmh^
ðiþ1Þ
m , we obtain the updated angular acceleration and
velocity vectors in material description as follows:
Table 1
Rotational part of Newmark’s algorithm
bWm ¼ Dt bV m þ Dt 12 bÞbAm þ bbAmþ1 bV mþ1 ¼ bV m þ Dt ð1 cÞbAm þ cbAmþ1h i
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bAðiþ1Þmþ1 ¼ bAðiÞmþ1 þ 1ðDtÞ2b ½ bWðiþ1Þm  bWðiÞm ; ð36aÞbV ðiþ1Þmþ1 ¼ bV ðiÞmþ1 þ cDtb ½ bWðiþ1Þm  bWðiÞm : ð36bÞ
Their spatial counterparts are obtained through the push-
forward relations v^ðiþ1Þmþ1 ¼ Kðiþ1Þmþ1 bXðiþ1Þmþ1 , and a^ðiþ1Þmþ1 ¼
Kðiþ1Þmþ1 bAðiþ1Þmþ1 . This updating procedure applies for iP 1.
For i = 0, the ‘initial guess’ in the Newton process, one sets
Kð0Þmþ1 ¼ Km with v^ð0Þmþ1 and a^ð0Þmþ1 computed with the formulae
given in Table 1.
4.3. Iterative procedure for updating the strain and strain
rate vectors
Normally, in the nonlinear FEM approach it is neces-
sary to estimate the strain and strain rate measures at inte-
gration point level. Assuming that for a given time step (m)
and iteration (i) the non converged configuration ðu^ðiÞm ;KðiÞm Þ
and the associated dynamic variables _^um, €^um, v^ðiÞm , a^
ðiÞ
m are
known, it is possible to estimate the spatial description of
the translational and rotational reduced strain vectors, rel-
ative to the curved reference beam, as
fc^ngðiÞm ¼ fu^;SgðiÞm  f^t1gðiÞm ; fx^ngðiÞm ¼ axial½ðKn;SÞðiÞm ðKTn ÞðiÞm ;
ð37Þ
where the material descriptions are obtained as fbCngðiÞm ¼
KðiÞm
Tfe^ngðiÞm and fbXngðiÞm ¼ KðiÞm Tfx^ngðiÞm . Given an incremen-
tal field ðDu^ðiÞm ;Dh^ðiÞm Þ, it is possible to construct an iterative
updating procedure as follows:
fc^ngðiþ1Þm ¼ fu^ðiÞm þ Du^ðiÞm g;S  exp½Dh^ðiÞm f^t1gðiÞm
¼ fu^ðiþ1Þm g;S  f^t1gðiþ1Þm ; ð38aÞ
fx^ngðiþ1Þm ¼ axial½Df~xngðiÞm þ exp½Dh^ðiÞm f~xngðiÞm exp½Dh^ðiÞm T;
ð38bÞ
Df~xngðiÞm ¼
dðexp½Dh^ðiÞm Þ
dS
exp½Dh^ðiÞm : ð38cÞ
It is worth to note that the normal vector f^t1gðiþ1Þm is ob-
tained by means of applying the iterative rotation tensor
exp½Dh^ðiÞm . The explicit expression for the iterative (addi-
tive) curvature increment of Eq. (38c) can be consulted in
[48]. The corresponding material description of Eqs. (38a)
and (38b), fbCngðiþ1Þm and fbXngðiþ1Þm , can be obtained by
means of the pullback by Kðiþ1Þm and the material descrip-
tion of the strain vector of Eq. (3) is calculated according to
fbEngðiþ1Þm ¼ 1jF0j fCngðiþ1Þm þ f eXngðiþ1Þm ðn2bE2 þ n3bE3Þ ð39Þ
with jF0jðiþ1Þm ¼ ðKT0 u^0;S 
 bE1 þ n3 bX02  n2 bX03Þ [30], which is
an initial geometric parameter.
Having estimated u^ðiþ1Þm , _^u
ðiþ1Þ
m and v^
ðiþ1Þ
m from New-
mark’s algorithm, it is possible to construct the discrete
form of the co-rotated strain rate vector existing on each
material point of the cross-section of the current beam rel-
ative to the curved reference beam, Eq. (5b), as
fsngðiþ1Þm ¼ fv^;Sgðiþ1Þm  f~vngðiþ1Þm fu^;Sgðiþ1Þm
þ f~vn;Sgðiþ1Þm ðnbbEbÞ: ð40Þ
The material counterpart of Eq. (40) is obtained by means
of the pullback by Kðiþ1Þm . In Eq. (40) it has been supposed
that the nodal values of the angular velocity tensors are
interpolated at the integration points by means of using
an isoparametric approximation, i.e. f~vngðiþ1Þm ðSÞ ¼PNp
I NIðSÞf~vIngðiþ1Þm as usual in the FE method and, there-
fore, the term f~v;Sgðiþ1Þm is calculated as
PNp
I NIðSÞ;S
f~vIngðiþ1Þm , where Np is the number of nodal points on a beam
element.
4.4. Cross-sectional analysis
As it has been explained in Section 3, the distribution of
materials on the beam cross-sections can be arbitrary.
From the point of view of the numerical implementation,
the cross-section is meshed into a grid of quadrilaterals,
each of them corresponding to a fiber oriented along the
beam axis, as it can be seen in Fig. 4. The geometry of each
quadrilateral is described by means of normalized bi-
dimensional shapes functions as usual in the FE method.
The estimation of the value of a given function on a quad-
rilateral is carried out by performing the numerical integra-
tion of the values calculated at specific points according to
a selected integration rule and then dividing by the quadri-
lateral’s area. For example, the value of the quantity (•) on
a quadrilateral (equivalently fiber) is obtained as
ðÞ ¼ 1
Ac
Z
ðÞdAc ¼ 1Ac
XNp
p¼1
XNq
q¼1
½ðyp; zqÞJpqW pq; ð41Þ
where Ac is the area of the quadrilateral, Np and Nq are the
number of integration points in the two directions of
the normalized geometry of the quadrilateral, [•](yp,zq) is
the value of (•) existing on an integration point with coor-
dinates (yp,zq) with respect to the reference beam axis, Jpq is
the Jacobian of the transformation between normalized
coordinates and cross-sectional coordinates and Wpq are
the weighting factors.
In the numerical simulations, Eq. (41) is used to estimate
the value of the components of the FPK stress vector and
the coefficients of the tangent constitutive tensors. Having
obtained the values of the FPK stress vector on each quad-
rilateral, the cross-sectional forces and moments are
obtained as
n^m ¼
XN fiber
k¼1
ðAcÞkðbP m1 Þk; m^m ¼ XN fiber
k¼1
ðAcÞk ‘^k  ðbP m1 Þk; ð42Þ
where Nfiber is the number of quadrilaterals of the cross-
section, (Ac)k and ðbP m1 Þk are the area and average value
of the FPK stress vector of the k quadrilateral, and
‘^k ¼ ð0; yk; zkÞ are the coordinates of the gravity center of
the kth quadrilateral with respect to the beam axis.
Eq. (42) correspond to the discrete form of Eq. (6). Having
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obtained the values of the tangent constitutive tensors,
C sv and gss, at each fiber, the reduced constitutive tensor
½Csv is obtained as explained in Ref. [35] and ½!ss is ob-
tained analogously. Therefore, following the present ap-
proach, an additional integration loop running over the
fibers is required to obtain the reduced quantities appearing
in the beam theory. Additionally, a second loop is required
to take into account the different simple materials of the
composite associated to each fiber. In this stage the mixing
theory is used to compute the stress vector and the tangent
constitutive tensors.
The basic steps of the cross-sectional analysis carried
out in each time step and iteration of the global Newton–
Raphson scheme are summarized as: (i) Having obtained
the reduced strain vectors, bCn and bXn, the material strain
and strain rate vectors are calculated according to Eqs.
(3) and (5a) and they are imposed for each simple material
associated to the composite of a given fiber. (ii) At fiber
level, the mixing theory and Eq. (41) are used to obtain
the average stress level and tangent tensors. (iii) The inte-
gration procedure carried out over the fibers allows to
obtain the cross-sectional forces and moments and the
reduced tangential tensors.
Fig. 5 shows the flow chart of the cross-sectional analy-
sis procedure for a cross-section with Nfiber fibers and k
simple components associated to each fiber. This method
avoids the formulation of constitutive laws at cross-sec-
tional level. Different types of inelasticity such as visco
damage or plasticity are captured by means of the constitu-
tive laws of the components of the composite of each fiber.
Each cross-section is associated to the volume of a part of
the beam and, therefore, constitutive nonlinearity at ele-
ment level is captured through the cross-sectional
integration.
Arbitrarily shaped cross-sections can be analyzed by
means of the proposed integration method. However, the
mechanical equilibrium at element level does not implies
mechanical equilibrium among fibers in the inelastic range
due to the fact that the present beam model solves the con-
stitutive equations for each fiber independently of the
behavior of the contiguous ones.
If materials presenting softening are associated to the
fibers, the strain localization phenomenon can occur on
specific integration points on the beam for certain loading
levels [36,37]. Softening behavior of fibers imply the induc-
tion of a softer response at cross-sectional level and, in this
manner, the strain localization induced at material point
level is translated to the cross-sectional force–displacement
relationships. In general, the structural response becomes
dependent on the mesh size. In this work, the mesh inde-
pendent response of the structure is obtained regularizating
the energy dissipated on each fiber and limiting this value
to the specific fracture energy of the material. Details about
the regularization process can be consulted in [35,39].
However, other alternative procedures based on consider-
ing strong discontinuities on the generalized displacement
field of the beam can be consulted in [3–5].
The estimation of the FPK stress vector at any material
point on the cross-section gives a suitable starting point for
defining a damage index representative for the real remain-
ing loading capacity of a structure [16,28]. The damage
index developed in this work is based on the damage index
given in Ref. [35] for the static case. A measure of the dam-
age level of a material point can be obtained as the ratio of
the existing stress level to its visco elastic counter part. Fol-
lowing this idea, it is possible to define the fictitious dam-
age variable Dˇ as follows:X
i
jPmt1i j ¼ ð1 DÞ
X
i
jPmt1i0j ¼! D ¼ 1
P
ijPmt1i0jP
ijPmt1i0j
; ð43Þ
where jPmt1i j and jPmt1i0j are the absolute values of the compo-
nents of the existing (rate dependent) and visco elastic
stress vectors, respectively. It is worth to note that Dˇ is a
measure of the remaining load carrying capacity. Initially,
D ¼ 0 but when the entire fracture energy of the material is
dissipated jPmt1i j ! 0 and, therefore, D ! 1.
Eq. (43) can be applied to consider a structural member,
a part of the structure or the whole structure, by integrat-
ing the stresses over the corresponding volume, V of the
structure. In this manner, local and global damage indices
are calculated:
Fig. 4. Discrete fiber model of a beam element.
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D ¼ 1
R
V
P
ijPm1i0j
	 

dVR
V
P
ijPm1i0j
	 

dV
: ð44Þ
5. Numerical examples
5.1. Flexible beam in helicoidal motion
The example corresponds to the validation of the pro-
posed formulation for the elastic case. For comparative
purposes, an example of Ref. [26] has been reproduced
here. It corresponds to the helicoidal motion of a straight
beam constrained to slide and rotate along the vertical axis
Z of Fig. 6. A constant vertical load and torque is applied
during 2.5 s as indicated in the same figure. Due to the fact
that it is a purely elastic example, no cross-sectional inte-
gration is required and the mechanical properties are taken
from [26] as: EA ¼ GA ¼ 104, EI = GJ = 103, Aq ¼ 1:0
and Jq = Diag[20,10,10], where E and G are the Young
and shear elastic modulus and A, I, J, Aq and Jq are the
cross-sectional area, the second moment of inertia, the tor-
sional inertia, the beam mass and the inertial dyadic per
unit of length, respectively. Ten linear beam elements and
a time-step size Dt = 0.5 s were used in the numerical
simulations.
The results of the numerical simulations are presented in
Fig. 7 which are in good agreement with those given in [26]
for the three components of the displacement of the free
end of the beam.
5.2. Visco elastic right angle cantilever beam
The right angle cantilever beam shown in Fig. 8a is
dynamically loaded by an out of plane concentrated force
of 250 N at the elbow. The shape and duration of the
applied load is show in the same figure. The total duration
of the analysis is 4.5 s, which includes the period of time
when the load is being applied and the following free
Fig. 5. Flow chart of the cross-sectional integration.
Fig. 6. Flexible beam in helicoidal motion.
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vibration of the system. The time step is 0.03 s. The
mechanical properties are: an elastic modulus of 5.0 · 104
N mm2, a Poisson coefficient of 0.2 and a mass density
of 0.1 kg mm3. Three quadratic elements with two Gauss
integration points have been used for each structural mem-
ber. The cross-section is meshed into a grid of 8 · 8 equally
spaced quadrilaterals equipped with one integration point.
Several deformed shapes of the system are show in Fig. 8b
for the undamped elastic case. It is interesting to note that
the motion of the system involves large torsion and bend-
ing and the magnitude of the displacements is of the same
order as the dimensions of the undeformed geometry.
Three values for the viscosity g = 0.01, 0.03 and 0.04 s
are used in the numerical simulations, along with the visco
elastic constitutive law, in order to highlight the effects of
the damping on the behavior of the system. Figs. 9a and
9b show the time history of the displacement of the tip
and the elbow in Y direction for the undamped system
and for the three values of the viscosity. It is possible to
see from these figures that increasing values of the viscosity
contributes to decrease the maximum displacements of the
system during the nonlinear oscillations.
Viscosity also contributes to dissipate the high frequency
content in the response, what can be seen due to the fact
that increasing values of the parameter g imply smoother
time history responses. Finally, a more significative appre-
ciation of the effects of viscosity can be obtained from
Fig. 10, where the time history of the displacements of
the tip in the Y–Z plane is shown. It is possible to see in this
figure, that the increment of the value of g diminishes the
amplitude of the motion of the mechanical system.
5.3. Near resonance response of a composite cantilever beam
This example studies the cantilever beam subjected to a
sinusoidal base acceleration shown in Fig. 11. Different
constitutive behaviors for the material are considered: (i)
visco elastic with different viscosity values; (ii) a visco dam-
age model; (iii) a composite material with two simple con-
stituents: a visco damage phase and a rate independent
plastic phase, both of them with a volumetric fraction of
50%. The elastic properties of the three materials are the
same, excepting the fracture energy (see Table 2). The beam
has been modeled using 20 quadratic elements and a
reduced integration scheme is used in order to avoid shear
locking [50]; the beam cross-section has been meshed into a
grid of 8 · 8 quadrilaterals with four integration points in
each of them. A linear modal analysis of the beam model
gives a fundamental period of 1.77 s and the second and
third modes have periods of 0.27 and 0.099 s, respectively.
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Fig. 7. Displacements time history response of the free end of the beam.
Fig. 8. Right angle frame. (a) A concentrated out of plane load is applied on the elbow node. (b) Deformed configurations for different time steps for the
case of the undamped system.
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The dynamic nonlinear response of the beam is obtained
for a sinusoidal excitation with a frequency of 1.75 s aimed
to induce near-resonance effects in the first elastic mode.
The time step is 0.03 s. Three values for viscosity have been
considered: 0.0, 0.01, 0.025 s. Fig. 12 shows the displace-
ment time history of the top node in the horizontal and ver-
tical directions. Important reductions in the amplitude of
the oscillations are obtained as the viscosity is increased.
For the value of g = 0.025 s almost all the second order
effects are suppressed due to reductions of the dynamic
amplification of the response. Vertical displacements are
reduced from 400 mm for the undamped case to 12 mm.
As it has been mentioned, due to the change of configu-
ration of the structure near the resonance, the displace-
ments in the vertical direction are amplified and,
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Table 2
Mechanical properties
E (MPa) m fc
(MPa)
n Gf
(N mm2)
q0
(kg mm3)
Rate dependent 2.5 · 104 0.20 25 1 25 2.4 · 109
Rate independent 2.5 · 104 0.15 500 1 5000 2.4 · 109
Fig. 11. Vertical cantilever beam subjected to a sinusoidal base
acceleration.
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therefore, axial forces with high frequency content appear
in the response.
As stated in Ref. [20], the suppression of high frequency
content becomes a desirable feature of a nonlinear time
stepping scheme. In the present formulation, the reduction
of the contribution of the higher modes to the response is
obtained by adding viscous mechanisms to the constitutive
laws. In Fig. 13, the beam structure is subjected to a sinu-
soidal base acceleration record with a period of 0.1 s acting
during 2.5 s followed by a free vibration of 2.5 s. The time
step is 0.005 s. The horizontal displacement response of the
top node of the system is depicted in Fig. 13a where it is
possible to see that the a coupled response corresponding
to the first and third modes dominates the structural behav-
ior. Amplification of the third mode is observed. It is also
possible to appreciate in this figure that increments in the
values of the viscosity (g = 0.000,0.001,0.005 s) have the
effect of reducing mainly the vibration associated to
the higher modes. This result is in good agreement with
the solution proposed in [20] in the sense that dissipative
mechanisms, for time stepping schemes, based on the strain
rate or velocity contributes to eliminate the high frequency
content in the response. Fig. 13b shows the temporal evo-
lution of the energy dissipation which is a scalar quantity
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calculated from Eq. (20) at constitutive level and then inte-
grating over the volume of the structure. It is possible to see
that higher values of g implies higher dissipation rates and
the stabilization of the response is achieved before.
Finally, the cantilever beam is subjected to a sinusoidal
base acceleration with a period of 1.75 s and a duration of
35 s in order to induce near-resonance response. The time
step is 0.03 s. The dynamic response was obtained for three
constitutive options: the first one corresponds to the visco
damage model with g = 0.001 s, the second one is the elas-
tic plastic model, where the energy dissipation is obtained
by displacement dependent (no viscous) mechanisms and
the third one is a composite material with a 50 % of the first
material and a 50% of the second one.
Fig. 14a compares the response for the viscous damage
model with the undamped elastic case. It is possible to
see that the change of the mechanical properties of the
material due to the progressive damage induces stiffness
degradation, changing the instantaneous dynamical prop-
erties of the structure. In this case, the period of the struc-
ture is increased due to the fact that the damage auto
decouples the structural response from resonance. Dissipa-
tion due to damage is added to the viscous one and, there-
fore, extra energy dissipation contributes to reduce the
dynamic response.
Fig. 14b shows comparative results for the time history
of the three constitutive behaviors. It is worth noting that,
in the case of the composite material, when most of the
material corresponding to the visco damage model has
been degraded in the softening zone [35], the response of
the structure is controlled by the plastic behavior. After a
degrading phase between the 3 and 13 s the response of
the composite coincides with that corresponding to the
purely plastic model. Finally, Figs. 15a and 15b show the
evolution of the global damage indices and dissipated
energy for the three different constitutive options.
5.4. Nonlinear vibration of a spatial curved structure
The 3D structure shown in Fig. 16 is an open ring
located in the X–Y plane, which has a fixed end and the
another one is connected to a straight column lying on
the X–Z plane. Two loads are applied on the points A
and B in the X and Z directions, respectively. The shape
and duration of the loading is given in the same figure.
The loading step is 0.01 s. The mechanical properties of
the materials are: E = 5 · 104 N mm2, m = 0.0, Gf =
1000 N mm2, n = 1, q0 = 1 · 108 kg mm3 and fc = 8
MPa. Three cases are studied: (i) Elastic case. (ii) Visco
damage model with g = 0.004 s. (iii) Rate independent
plasticity with Gf = 1 · 107 N mm2. The same threshold
limit is used for the models (ii) and (iii).
Twenty quadratic, initially curved elements are used for
the ring and ten quadratic elements for the column consid-
ering two Gauss integration points. The beam cross-section
is meshed into a 8 · 8 grid of equally spaced quadrilaterals
with one integration point per fiber.
Due to the directions of the applied loads and the devel-
opment of inertial forces, each member of the structure is
subjected to a complex state of internal stresses including
torsion, flexion extension and shearing. Figs. 17 and 18
show the nonlinear time history responses for the three
components of the displacement of the points A and B of
Fig. 16. It is worth to note that the displacements of the
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systems with inelastic behavior are greater than the elastic
case due to the fact that the initial loading induces degrada-
tion and plasticity and the structure needs to develop more
displacement for finding a configuration stable with the
new loading state. In the plastic case the structure finally
vibrates about a configuration which includes permanent
deformation as it can be evidenced from the Z component
of both figures.
5.5. Study of a RC beam structure
This example studies of the fully geometric and constitu-
tive static and dynamic behavior of the RC beam structure
shown in Fig. 19. The structure was seismically designed
according to the Eurocode 8, for firm soil, a base accelera-
tion of 0.4g and a ductility reduction factor of 6. The dis-
tribution of steel reinforcements are given in the same
figure and Table 3. The precise analysis of the response
allows to carry out a safer determination of the seismic
design parameters, such as: damage, ductility, over-
strength, collapse load, inter story drifts, energy dissipation
capacity, etc. [13,28]. The study of the time evolution of the
local damage index throughout the structural elements pro-
vides relevant information about the structural zones
where ductility demand and energy dissipation are concen-
trated. These results allow validating and improving the
engineering design of buildings located in high seismic
areas.
The model is developed using four quadratic elements
with two Gauss integration points in each structural ele-
ment. Most of the mechanical properties of the materials
are given in Table 4. Each cross-section is meshed into a
grid of 8 · 8 quadrilaterals with one integration point by
fiber. The tensile fracture energy of the concrete takes val-
ues between 3.0 and 6.0 N mm2, corresponding to differ-
ent steel ratios of the stirrups. The mass density of the
concrete of the beams is modified in order to consider
the mass contribution of the dead and live loads acting at
the corresponding floor level. A viscosity value of
g = 0.001 s has been supposed for the concrete. A linear
modal analysis reveals that the periods of the first four
modal shapes are: 1.20, 0.36, 0.19 and 0.12 s, respectively.
Fig. 16. Three-dimensional curved beam structure.
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Firstly, a static pushover test using the inverted triangu-
lar loading path is performed in order to obtain the charac-
teristic capacity curve of the structure expressed in terms of
the horizontal displacement of the left top corner node and
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the horizontal reaction on the supports. Even if capacity
curves are widely accepted as valid substitutes of time his-
tory analysis, the question about if dynamic or increasing
load paths are more convenient to obtain capacity curves,
stays still opened [13]. Secondly, the structure is subjected
to an increasing sinusoidal base acceleration of period
1.2 s for inducing a near to resonance response, with min-
imum and maximum values of acceleration of 50 and
200 mm s2, respectively. The time step is 0.04 s.
The capacity curve obtained by means of the pushover
analysis and the hysteretic cycles in the dynamic case are
superposed in Fig. 20, where it is possible to see that the
capacity curve underestimate the real response of the struc-
ture for the low amplitude hysteretic cycles. After an
important degradation of the concrete has occurred, the
hysteretic cycles are enclosed by the capacity curve. This
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Fig. 20. Horizontal displacements versus base reaction for the static
pushover and the dynamic analysis.
Table 3
Steel reinforcement details of the different zones of the building
Zone 1 2 3 4 5 6
Section
type
C1 C1 C2 C2 C3 C3
Stirrup /
12@12
/
12@15
/
12@12
/
12@15
/
12@12
/
12@15
Zone 7 8 9 10 11 12
Section
type
C4 C4 C5 C5 C6 C6
Stirrup /
12@12
/
12@15
/
10@12
/
10@15
/
10@12
/
10@15
Zone 13 14 15 16 17 18
Section
type
B1 B1 B2 B2 B3 B3
Stirrup /
12@12
/
12@20
/
12@12
/
12@20
/
10@12
/
10@20
Table 4
Mechanical properties of the materials
E (MPa) m fc (MPa) n Gf (N mm
2)
Concrete 21,000 0.20 25 8 1
Steel 200,000 0.15 500 1 500
Fig. 19. Structural model of the RC planar frame.
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fact justifies the employment of pushover response curves
for predicting the seismic response of regular buildings,
due to the fact that frequently, during a seismic action,
the first movements contribute to the initial cracking of
the concrete and, when the strongest vibrations have
place, the response of the structure should be limited by
the capacity curve case. The global ductility value, esti-
mated from the capacity curve is about 6, in good agree-
ment with the hypothesis of design.
The evolution of the local damage indices provides more
precise information about the ductility demand and energy
dissipation demand for the principal structural members.
Fig. 21a shows the evolution of the local damage index
for the static case. It is possible to see that the nonlinear
Fig. 21. Evolution of the local damage indices. (a) Pushover analysis. (b) Dynamic case.
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behavior is concentrated mainly in the beam elements of
the first three floors and in the base columns. This result
is in good agreement with the design guidelines included
in most of the modern seismic codes, that is, the building
was designed with weak-beams and strong-columns aiming
to dissipate the energy without affecting the global stability
of the structure. Moreover, the concentration of damage at
the base of the columns indicate that these members should
be provided with extra reinforcements in order to obtain
large inelastic incursions without brittle failures. The dia-
gram of Fig. 21a shows the evolution of the damage index
corresponding to the static case while Fig. 21b shows the
corresponding to the dynamic case. It is possible to see that
the failure mechanisms are similar with energy dissipation
concentrated in the beams and in the base of the columns.
It is worth to note that even although the fiber model
allows to predict complex nonlinear structural responses
in both, static and dynamic cases, the numerical cost of
the cross-sectional analysis can be significant when com-
pared with the lumped nonlinear models. In this case, a
typical cross-section meshed into a grid of 8 · 8 quadrilat-
erals with three materials requires solving 3 · 8 · 8 consti-
tutive equations. After that, a cross-sectional integration
procedure is required in order to obtain the reduced forces
and tangential tensors. In contrast, only one integration
procedure is carried out for lumped models.
6. Conclusions
A geometrically exact formulation for initially curved
and twisted beams in large displacements and rotations
and finite strains has been extended in this work to consider
arbitrary distributions of composite materials on the cross-
sections in the dynamic case. An explicit expression for the
objective measure of the strain rate acting on each material
point is deduced along with its linearized form. The linear-
ization of the weak form of the momentum balance equa-
tions is carried out considering rate dependent
inelasticity, which leads to the consistent deduction of the
mass and viscous tangent stiffness tensors. The resulting
model is implemented in a displacement based FE code.
A Newton–Raphson type of iterative scheme is used for
the step-by-step solution of the discrete version of the line-
arized system. Due to the fact that the deformation map
and their related dynamical variables belong to
R3  SOð3Þ, an appropriated version of Newmark’s scheme
is used and details about the numerical implementation of
the iterative updating procedure are also addressed. It is
worth to note that even though using small time steps the
numerical dissipation can be reduced, additional benefits
in the numerical performance could be obtained employing
energy–momentum conserving schemes, at least in the con-
servative limit of the problems.
Each material point of the cross-section is assumed to be
composed of several simple materials with their own consti-
tutive laws. The mixing rule is used to describe the resulting
composite. Viscosity is included at the constitutive level by
means of a thermodynamically consistent visco damage
model developed in terms of the material description of
the FPK stress vector, which allows obtaining more realis-
tic estimations of the dissipated energy. From the numeri-
cal point of view, the cross-sections are meshed into a grid
of quadrilaterals, each of them corresponding to fibers
directed along the axis of the beam. An additional integra-
tion loop, running on the number of fibers, is required to
obtain the iterative cross-sectional forces, moments and
the tangential stiffness tensors.
Local and global damage indices have been developed
based on the ratio of the visco elastic to the nonlinear stres-
ses. The proposed damage indices allow estimating the evo-
lution of the global load carrying capacity of the structure
and the damage state of the different members during
dynamic actions.
The present formulation is validated by means of several
numerical examples showing the ability of the present for-
mulation for reproducing the mechanical behavior of beam
structures in finite deformation including dissipative rate
dependent mechanisms at constitutive level. The geometric
and constitutive nonlinear dynamic response of several 2D
and 3D structures was computed for different constitutive
models including composites. Those examples show how
the present formulation is able to capture different complex
mechanical phenomena such as the uncoupling of the
dynamic response from resonance due to inelastic incur-
sions. Moreover, the present formulation which includes
viscosity at material point level, suppress the high fre-
quency content in the dynamic response which is a desir-
able characteristic of time stepping schemes. The study of
a realistic flexible framed structure subjected to static and
dynamic actions is also carried out. The fully coupled con-
stitutive and geometric behavior of the frame is compared
for both cases. A detailed study of the evolution of local
damage indices, energy dissipation and ductility demands
was presented.
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Appendix A. Linearization of strain rates
The linearized form of the material description of the
reduced strain rate vectors given in Eqs. (4a) and (4b)
can be obtained considering that Dv^n ¼ D _^hevnDh^ and D~vn ¼ ðD _~hþ D~h~vn  ~vnD~hÞ in the following way:
D _bCn ¼ D½KTð _^u;S  evnu^;SÞ ¼ KTD~hð _^u;S  evnu^;SÞ
þ KTDð _^u;S  ~vnu^;SÞ
¼ KTðP½ _^u;S Dh^þ evnP½u^;S Dh^
þ D _^u;S  Devnu^;S  evnDu^;SÞ
¼ KTððP½ _^u;S   evnP½u^;S ÞDh^þP½u^;S D _^h
þ D _^u;S  evnDu^;SÞ; ðA:1Þ
D
_bXn ¼ 0D½KTv^n;S  ¼ KTD~hv^n;S þ KTðD~vn;SÞ
¼ KT½D _^h;S  evnDh^;S : ðA:2Þ
The co-rotated linearized increment of the reduced strain
rate vectors can be calculated considering the definition
of the Lie’s linearization, D½O ¼ K½DðÞ [33,34] as follows:
D½ _^cn
O
 ¼ ðP½ _^u;S   evnP½u^;S ÞDh^þP½u^;S D _^h
þ D _^u;S  evnDu^;S ; ðA:3Þ
D½ _^xn
O
 ¼ D _^h;S  evnDh^;S : ðA:4Þ
Finally, the material and co-rotated descriptions of the lin-
earized increment of the strain rate vector existing on a
material point on the beam cross-section are
DcSn ¼ D _bEn ¼ D _bCn þ D _bXn  nbbEb; ðA:5Þ
Ds^n ¼ D½ _^en
O
 ¼ KDcSn ¼ D½ _^cnO  þ D½ _^xnO   nb t^b: ðA:6Þ
The terms D _^h and D _^h;S of Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) can be ex-
pressed in term of Dh^ starting from DbV n ¼ KTD _^h and con-
sidering the fact that Newmark’s time stepping scheme
allows to write DbV n ¼ ½c=ðbDtÞKTTðh^ÞDh^ for the case dy-
namic variables belonging to the same tangent space, i.e.
in the same iteration of the discrete version of the problem
[49]. In this way, it is possible to write
D _^h ¼ c
bDt
Tðh^ÞDh^; D _^h;S ¼ cbDt ½Tðh^ÞDh^;S þ Tðh^Þ;SDh^;
ðA:7Þ
where the explicit forms of the tensors Tðh^ÞandTðh^Þ;S can
be consulted in Ref. [11]. Finally, Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4)
can be rearranged as
D½ _^cnO
D½ _^xnO
24 35
¼
c
bDt ðI ~vnÞ ddS
   ðP½ _^u;S   ~vnP½u^ þ cbDtP½u^;S TÞ
0 cbDt fT ddS
 þ T;Sg  ~vn ddS  
264
375
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
½Vðu^;h^Þ

Du^
Dh^
" #
; ðA:8Þ
where I is the 3 · 3 identity matrix and the operator d
dS
 
is
defined as d
dS
 ðÞ ¼ I d
dS ðÞ. It is worth to note that the ten-
sor V is configuration dependent and it couples the rota-
tional and translational parts of the motion.
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